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Abstract 
This paper introduces and studies PoliS, a coordination model to specify the software archi- 
tecture of distributed applications. PoliS is based on multiple dataspaces containing both data 
and programs. We define PoliS syntax and semantics, and show how it can be used as a formal 
notation for specifying open systems. We adopt TLA logic to reason on PoliS specifications. 
Finally, we discuss an application field for PoliS, namely we use it to specify and reason 
on software architectures of some simple distributed systems. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction and motivations 
Designing large distributed software systems is a difficult software engineering prob- 
lem. Such a problem is even more difficult if the system being designed has to be open, 
namely it includes software entities encapsulated and reactive usually called objects or 
agents [27] which are interoperable, i.e. they can dynamically join and leave the sys- 
tem itself. In practice, open systems are built up of several heterogeneous hardware 
and software components, often already existing before the design of a new system 
begins (legacy systems). Any solution to the problem of open systems design should 
provide a method to integrate autonomous components and must take into account 
heterogeneity both at architectural evel (machines, networks, and operating systems 
[14]) and at linguistic level (languages used to build components [24]). Moreover, it 
is necessary to model and support the dynamicity of open systems typically due to 
the fact that components can be added without limitation and without interruption of 
offered services. 
An important issue in open system design concerns coordinating active entities [ 1,5]. 
A powertil approach to describe and control coordination and interaction among ac- 
tive entities is founded on the notion of generative communication [17,2]. Generative 
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communication is based on the notion of shared dataspace or tuple space, in which 
entities can be generated and later retrieved. These entities can be either passive or 
active: actually a dataspace can be seen as a chemical solution implicitly computing 
by multiset rewriting [3,4]. 
Most researches on coordination models and languages are currently focussed on 
models based on single or multiple dataspaces. In this paper we are interested in how 
to correctly design open systems whose architecture is modeled by multiple dataspaces. 
In particular we discuss a formal method for construction and verification of these sys- 
tems: we develop a theoretical coordination model called PoliS. We formally introduce 
its syntax and semantics. We illustrate how it can be used to specify and reason on 
open systems. We provide a translation of PoliS specifications into Lamport’s TLA and 
show how we use a theorem prover, namely the TLP prover, to verify PoliS formal 
documents [13]. 
The structure of this paper is the following: Section 2 gives an informal description of 
the PoliS coordination model; in Section 3 we formally specify PoliS; in Section 4 we 
show how PoliS can be used to specify some coordination applications; in Section 5 
we introduce TLA, and then we develop a TLA semantics for reasoning on PoliS 
specifications, also shortly describing a verification tool called TLP; in Section 6 we 
study a major example of distributed system specified with PoliS. 
2. PoliS: an informal description 
PoliS is a coordination model based on multiple tuple spaces [18,8]. A tuple space, 
or space for short, includes both tuples and other spaces. In this way PoliS specifications 
are hierarchically structured: a PoliS specification denotes a tree of nested spaces that 
dynamically evolves in time. 
A PoliS space can contain both other spaces and tuples of two types: ordinary tuples, 
that are ordered sequences of values, and program tuples, that contain the coordination 
rules which manage activities inside the space they belong to. The execution of a 
program tuple can modify a space tree removing tuples and adding tuples and spaces. 
However, a program tuple can only handle the tuples of the space it belongs to and the 
tuples of its parent space. This constraint localizes both the “input” and the “output” 
environment of any agent, as represented by a program tuple. 
The typical structure of a nested multiple tuple space is graphically shown in Fig. 1. 
In that figure any ellipse represents a tuple space, any ordered sequence of values 
(for example (5,6)) is an ordinary tuple and any tuple (“r”:R) is a program tuple; 
nested ellipses represent nested spaces. 
A space is a multiset of tuples. A space is modified by chemical reactions that 
transform multisets of tuples in multisets of tuples (this is multiset rewriting, and is 
common to most coordination models based on generative communication, see for 
instance [3]). The mechanism that defines which reactions can take place is the rule. 
A rule can act on the tuples of the space in which it resides and in the tuples of the 
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Fig. I. A PoliS space tree 
parent space of this space: we will call this spaces the rule’s scope. A rule defines a 
reaction that reads and consumes tuples in its scope, performs a sequential computation, 
produces new tuples in its scope and creates new subspaces. 
More precisely, a rule is made up of a preactiwtion, a locul cornputution, and 
a postuctication. The preactivation is a multiset of tuples to be found in its scope; 
the local computation is any sequential computation which does not modify the tuple 
space; the postactivation is made up of a multiset of tuples to be produced in its scope 
and of a set of spaces to be created. Notice that this is a very general definition; 
actually rules need not to be made up of all the admitted components: a rule can have 
an empty prcactivation, it can involve no local computation, it can produce no tuples 
and it can create no spaces. 
The prcactivation can include ,/iwmu/ tuplcs, that arc tuples whose fields can be 
identifiers; moreover, it includes the primitive ask, that allows to check the values that 
arc assigned to the identifiers of a formal tuplc matched against a tuple in the space. 
The semantics of a program tuple PT is that a reaction takes place in a space if the 
space itself includes both PT and a multisct of tuples matching the preactivation of 
PT. A nzutck relation checks if a multiset of formal tuples M,, can bc instantiated by 
a multisct M,,, of ground tuples. Consequently, such a rnutch relation is defined be- 
tween pairs of‘ multisets of tuples and not between pairs of tuplcs: any identifier ap- 
pearing in the mples of the preactivation must be univocally instantiated. 
The tuples of the preactivation must be read or consumed in the rule’s scope. When a 
rule can bc activated in a space, the reaction can take place: the tuples to be consumed 
locally arc removed from the space where the reaction takes place. the tuples to be 
consumed externally are removed from the parent space of the space where the reaction 
takes place, the local computation is performed, the tuples and the new spaces of the 
postactivation are created. 
In other words, a program tuplc is a multisct rewriting rule: prcactivation and post- 
activation are multisets and the local computation is written as annotation on the arrow 
between preactivation and postactivation. A tuple in the preactivation must be read if 
the symbol ‘? is put in front of it and must be consumed otherwise; a read or consume 
operation involves the parent space if the symbol 7 is put in front of a tuple and 
involves the local space if the symbol is missing: a tuple in the postactivation must be 
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Fig. 2. Producer-consumer: spaces topology 
Table 1 
Rule R, 
R, = 
where fCx)=Lx+ 1) 
produced in the parent space if the symbol T is put in front of it and must be produced 
locally otherwise. 
Rules are first class entities in PoliS: in fact, they are themselves part of spaces 
as (program) tuples that can be read, consumed or produced just like ordinary tuples. 
A program tuple has the form (rule-id : rule) where rule-id is a rule identifier and rule 
is a PoliS rule. A program tuple has an identifier which simplifies reading or consuming 
program tuples. 
Whenever disjoint multisets of tuples satisfy the activation preconditions of a set of 
rules, such rules can be executed independently and simultaneously: every rule modifies 
only the portion of space containing the tuples that must be read or consumed and 
therefore other rules can modify other tuples in the space or other spaces. 
A simple example helps in explaining both syntax and semantics of PoliS. Let us 
consider a producer-consumer system. Such a system can be described by a space 
tree where the producer and the consumer are associated to two distinct spaces both 
included in another space containing also the buffer represented by tuples generated by 
the producer. Such a system is graphically shown in Fig. 2. 
Table 1 shows a rule that defines how a consumer gets an item from the buffer. 
If a tuple of the form (“next,“, index) is found locally in the consumer space, and the 
tuple (“prod”, index, p) is found in the parent space, then both tuples are deleted, and 
two new tuples appear in the consumer space. 
A key feature in PoliS is that a space tree can evolve dynamically: a new space is 
created by the primitive tsc (for tuple space create) and any space can be removed 
because of the execution of a special rule named invariant that terminates the space 
where it is executed. The execution of a rule containing a tsc(M) operation in its 
postactivation causes the multiset M to be added as a child space of the space where 
the rule was executed. 
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Table 2 
Rule R, 
R, = #‘Vq”: R,)D - @sefSp ),t&s, )) 
S, = j(“next,“,O), (“r,“: Rp)) 
S, = {(“next,“, 0), (‘$” : R,), (invariant : R,,,, b 
Table 3 
Rule Ri,, 
R,,, = {?(“prod”, i, 0)) - 4 r (“done”)) 
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For instance, in order to create a space tree representing the producer-consumer 
system, we can use the rule R, of Table 2. Such a rule creates the spaces S, and SC 
that respectively contain the tuples describing the producer and the consumer. 
In order to partially constrain activities inside a tuple space we can define one or 
more invariants, namely constraints that must hold for all the tuple space lifetime. 
Whenever an invariant is violated, the tuple space terminates and disappears. A PoliS 
invariant is a condition on the tuple space contents: it asserts that the space will never 
contain a given multiset of tuples. Invariant rules can only read tuples locally (the tuples 
that must not belong to the tuple space) and produce tuples in the parent space. When 
the tuples to be read are in the space, the reaction specified by the invariant takes place 
in the usual way. Local computation and tuple production are used to communicate 
possible results to the parent space and then the space dies. Invariants are given by 
means of special program tuples whose names are replaced by the keyword invariant. 
Going back to our example, if we want the consumer computation to terminate as 
soon as it receives an item containing the value 0, we put the invariant shown in 
Table 3 in the consumer space. The invariant fires when the consumer space contains 
a tuple (“prod”, i, 0). The result of the activation of the invariant in the consumer space 
is graphically shown in Fig. 3; tuple (“done”) represents a termination signal sent by 
the consumer to the parent space. 
A PoliS rule can be seen both as a resource transformer and as an agent that tests 
and modifies the shared dataspace, performs a computation and then communicates 
results or requests to the other agents. 
A typical way to extend tuple space models is to replace a monolithic tupie space 
with a multiplicity of spaces. This follows from the intuition that multiple spaces 
support modularity of activities and allow information hiding of both computations 
and data resources in order to improve security. 
Interspace communication was defined in PoliS avoiding names for spaces (locali- 
ties). The way PoliS spaces communicate is a simple extension of generative commu- 
nication. This allows to think of a PoliS system both as an ensemble of computation 
loci inside of which there are agents (the rules) that coordinate via the tuples of the 
space, and as an ensemble of agents (the spaces) in which the siblings agents-spaces 
coordinate via the common coordination environment represented by the parent space. 
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Fig. 3. Rule R,,, execution. 
Consequently, every space is at the same time both a set of agents coordinating through 
a shared data space, 
with other agents. 
and an agent itself that uses a shared data space to coordinate 
3. Formal definition 
We give now a formal specification of the PoliS coordination model. A PoliS spec- 
ification is a pair Spec=(StartContext, Rules) where StartContext is the starting 
multiset and Rules is a set of rules that determine the way the spaces can evolve. 
A PoliS specification is mainly operational, however it has also some declarative 
features. In fact, rules offer an axiomatic method to show the way a coordination 
application evolves, since rules can be thought of as relations between the pre and the 
poststatus of a portion of a space. 
Systems will be described focusing on modelling interactions among activities in 
order to point out that PoliS is a specification language tailored to formally characterize 
coordination. 
3.1. Operational semantics 
In the following we present the formal description of PoliS semantics using an 
operational model based on states and transitions. We present the definition of the 
relations among states using Plotkin’s Structured Operational Semantics. PoliS allowed 
computations are described through a transition system given as a pair (S, -) where: 
l S is the states set 
l + C S x S is the transitions set. 
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Table 4 
PoliS transition system states set 
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Space = .A( Tuple U Space) 
Tuple = RuleTuple I PassiaeTuple 
PassineTuple={(t~,..., t,,) 1 t, E VURuleld) 
RuleTuple = ((name : rule) I name E RuleId A rule E Rule] 
Rule = PoliS rules set 
V = values set 
Rulefd = rule identifiers set 
PoliS transition system states are multisets trees since the PoliS specification execution 
describes the space tree evolution caused by rules activation. 
PoliS transition system states are the elements of the set named Space shown in 
Table 4. Notation M = A(Set) means that A4 is the set of multisets built from Ser 
elements. Space elements are all possible PoliS spaces whose elements are tuples and 
multisets; Tuple elements are PoliS rules and ordered values sequences. The space tree 
topology is implicitly described by inserting multiset B in space A whenever A is B’s 
parent space. 
The transition relation describing changes of state is given through the axioms and 
inference rules shown in Table 5. Rules RI, R; and R;,,” of Table 5 are shown in Table 6. 
Rule RI represents rules not communicating with the parent space, rule R; represents 
rules communicating with the parent space, rule Rin, represents invariant rules. 
Predicates LocEnabled, IntEnabled and InvEnabled of Table 5 are shown in 
Table 7. In Tables 5-7 we use the following abbreviations: 
id is the vector of rule identifiers taken according to the order they appear in the 
rule; 
V is a values vector with the same cardinality of 2; 
X and y are function f input and output identifiers vectors; 
i& is the vector of E elements taken according to X identifiers in id; 
UT is the vector of V elements taken according to v identifiers in id; 
notation @/id] means that 2 identifiers must be substituted by the values of v in 
every tuple of vector i; 
C is the multiset inclusion operator 
@ is the multiset union operator. 
The transition system describing PoliS allowed computations is the pair 
PoliSTransitionSystem = (Space, -) 
where 
l Space is the set given in Table 4; 
l + 2 Space x Space is the least relation satisfying the axioms and inference rules 
of Table 5. 
The operational semantics of a PoliS specification Spec is a transition system (S,+,i) 
where 
l S is the states set; 
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Table 5 
PoliS operational semantics 
‘dA4, M’, MI, M;, A42 E Multisets and VV E ValuesSequences 
Local rule 
j(“r,” : RI)) fB M -+ 
-- 
((Q(“r,“:RI)) @M)\{@/id]D)@ &[i;/id],S[@]j 
if LocEnabled(Rt, M,V) 
Interaction rule 
Q4(“rI”:R,)P~M1D~M2 + 
{(({(“ri”:R,)) @MI)\&[~@]))@ QT,,~/lid],s[i?/lid])f 
@ W2\4&cF@l~) @ &[@I) 
if IntEnabled(Ri,Ml ,Mz,t’) 
Invariant rule 
ju(invariant:R,,,)k @Ml) @M2 + M2 @ &[G/~]~ 
if InvEnabled(Ri,,, Ml, 5) 
Local transition 
Ml --t M; 
MIcBMz+M,‘cBM~ 
if VRJ: ((invariant: R) E M + ~ZnuEnabled(R,M~ @M2,1;)) 
Subspaces transition 
M 4 M’ 
UW-UM'b 
Table 6 
PoliS rules categories 
l + C S x S is the transitions set; 
l i is the initial state. 
The semantics of Spec = (StartContext, Rules) is defined as follows: 
[Spec]op = (T Spec, +spec, StartContext) 
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Table I 
SOS predicates 
LocEnabled(R,,M,Z) +L A &.[5/2],i,[Z/id]) g{(“r,” : RI)) @A4 
A “- = f (C,) A expr[i@] 
A VR,? : ((invariant : R) E A4 + 
7 IncEnabled(R, M, 5)) 
IntEnabled(R,,Ml,Mz,~) 4 A jiL.@/id],fi[D/id]p &Q(“r,” : R,)) eMI 
A f&J, B/id], ta @/idID c A42 
A i;, = .f(i-;) A expr[qid] 
A VR, F : ((invariant : R) E MI + 
1 InaEnabled(R, MI, i?)) 
ZnuEnabled(R,,~,A4,5) 4 A Qtt[E/lid]) CQ(invariant : R,,,)) &I M 
A 5, = .f(&) A expr[t/id] 
where 
l T Spec C Space is the least set such that 
- StartContext E T Spec 
_ SIE TSpec Sl --+& 
S, E T Spec 
l -+spec C + is the restriction of relation --f to set TSpec. 
4. Modelling coordination with PoliS 
A coordination model introduced as a tool to describe open systems must support 
the dynamicity characterizing open systems. 
Open systems dynamicity needs a different approach in describing communication 
among agents. In distributed systems we usually assume that an agent supplying a 
service will keep supplying it also in the future. To invoke the agent services we 
need to explicitly know that agent. Establishing a link between the agent supplying 
the service and an agent asking for that service can be an efficient way to exchange 
queries and answers; moreover the demanding agent can memorize the supplier agent 
identifier in order to use it again later. 
This approach is unsatisfactory in open systems: establishing a connection between 
agents conditions their behaviour, preventing them from leaving the system as long 
as the connection lasts; storing an address does not guarantee that the address will 
be correctly reusable because it is not possible to ensure that the agent owning that 
address will still be present in the future; the need to know the agent able to supply 
a service demands an always updated knowledge of the system state. 
PoliS allows to model communication between agents in a different way because it 
makes the system structure transparent hus allowing every agent not to take care of the 
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fact that agents leave or join the system: tuple spaces and uncoupled communication 
support a communication that frees an agent from explicitly knowing the entity the 
agent is communicating with and that does not need addresses nor communication 
channels. 
The traditional message sending scheme relying on system addresses to identify 
the specific recipient of a message does not apply in open systems since the dynamic 
reconfigurability of such systems implies that agents may change their roles with respect 
to each other; hence the desirability of making agents communicate on the basis of their 
properties rather than of their name. Such a communication is named property-driven: 
an agent accepts a message if the message properties match the agents properties. 
Agents are allowed to send their requests without specifying an address, but simply 
requiring whoever is in charge to process them. PoliS nameless spaces and uncoupled 
communication support and promote this kind of communication. 
PoliS ability of describing open systems comes from its implicit dynamicity: the 
possibility of creating and removing spaces allows to formally describe the behaviour 
of systems in which new localities and components are added or removed during a 
system’s lifetime. 
Program tuples can be added or removed from a space and can be delivered through 
spaces enabling an intuitive description of mobile code. The presence of a set of rules 
in a space defines a set of space features; the possibility to modify such a set allows to 
dynamically modify the service capabilities of the entities that make up an open system. 
The possibility to transfer rules from a space to another allows to model systems in 
which nodes supply services not only by communicating data or performing remote 
computations, but also by transferring computation abilities to other nodes. 
PoliS effectiveness in modelling open systems can be further stressed and summarized 
by schematically analyzing relations between PoliS distinguishing features and open 
systems distinguishing features: 
l multiple tuple spaces allow to embody the abstraction of different computation loci 
able to communicate in a predefined fashion; 
l the possibility to use any language for local computations (without the need of 
choosing a unique language for all rules) allows to describe the heterogeneity of 
languages of open systems components; 
l communication based on tuples manipulation allows to think of services autono- 
mously with respect to processes able to supply such services; 
l invariants and primitives to create new spaces are an elegant means to describe 
eventual system topology changes; 
l migrating rules give high dynamicity to the system and have the expressive power 
to describe the behaviour of objects such as Java applets; 
l the existence of a communication protocol among tuple spaces allows to describe 
interactions among locally defined independent subsystems. 
PoliS inherits all the benefits of generative communication, of chemical metaphor and 
of multiple tuple spaces, defining an integrated model able to intuitively and effectively 
describe open systems. 
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FIN. 4. 
\\ (i2: J2) / 
1. -- 
DcscribmF a Web topology (Macbeth and Leporello are two server machines) 
4. I. An c~.run~pl~~: nlodelling Web srrcer replication with PoliS 
Server replication is usually employed to increase performance and ensure service 
even when a machine where a server resides is down. We now show a PoliS specih- 
cation that models server replication. 
To model an architecture with dynamic servers and clients (browsers in Web terms) 
we associate a space to every server and every browser. We suppose that there are two 
server machines, that we call Macbeth and Leporello (these arc the actual names used 
in our department). Documents and requests from clients are represented as tuples: a 
browser submits a request through a tuple containing an url address; a server gets thcsc 
tuples and interprets them as requests of documents under its control. 
Fig. 4 depicts graphically an instance of such an architecture: the browsers and 
the space containing the two servers are subspaces of a common parent space that is 
the coordination environment. A browser puts its request tuples in the parent space 
and the space containing the two servers gets request tuples from the parent space. 
When a server is able to satisfy a request tuple, it consumes it and gives back tuples 
representing the requested document possibly together with a Java applet. PoliS models 
a Java applet by a program tuplc containing a rule that is executed in the browser after 
being downloaded from the root space. 
Our PoliS specification is shown in Tables 8-l I. A specification is a set of modules; 
each module contains a PoliS space and a set of rule definitions. In particular, a module 
defines all rules that appear in the program tuples belonging to the space defined in 
the module. 
Table 8 shows the root space containing the rule that creates the space representing 
the server group and the rule that creates browsers. 
Table 9 shows the space representing the server group: it contains the rules to restart 
the servers if they are down, the rule to get request tuplcs that ask for documents in 
the server and the rules that put documents and Java applets in the root space. 
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Table 8 
WWW: the StartContext 
I 
StartContext ~, 
StartContext = Q(“rC.s” : R,,v), (“rCC” : R,,)) 
Table 9 
A group including two WWW servers: leporello and macbeth 
I '&ho -, 
[ (“down leporello”),(“down macbeth”), n 
S unrbo = 
(“rgrt” : RYQ), 
(“rpu,vk, >> : Rpush~ )>(“rpush2" : &mm) 
(‘ir.rt ,> “ : R,,t),( ram ” : R,) 
I 
Rqe, = 4 T (“req”, “unibo”,r)) --------‘Q(“req”, r)) 
Rpus~, = Q(“doc”, r, dOC)) -Q T (“dot”, r, dot)) 
R,, = {(“down leporello”)) -@sc(& )P 
R,, = {(“down macbeth”)) -----+W, )P 
Table 10 shows the space representing a browser: it contains the rule that generates 
and submits new request tuples, the rules to get documents and Java applets from the 
root space and the rules to terminate the browser. 
Table 11 shows the space representing one of the servers: it contains a documents 
database and a set of Java applets. Moreover it contains the rules that get request tuples 
and satisfy them giving back the proper document and possibly a Java applet and the 
rules that simulate server failure. The specification of the other server is similar and it 
is not shown for brevity. 
A specification is a description of a system we want to model. To get confidence in 
the specification we want to be able to study it and to reason about its behaviours. In 
particular we would like to have a way to demonstrate that a specification has some 
properties. 
The specification of server replication models a system where browsers ask for doc- 
uments and servers send the asked documents. Therefore we would like to prove that 
if a browser submits a request to a server group, it will eventually receive an answer 
and that any request is satisfied once. 
In the following we adopt a logic based on TLA for software architectures modeled 
with PoliS, and we show how it can help in proving that a specification exhibits safety 
and liveness properties. 
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Table 10 
WWW: a browser 
I sc I 
, 1 
(“rcr” : Rcr),(“r,,l” : &,I 1, 
SC = (“rgrZ” : Ryr2). (“local”, 0), 
(c‘rdonr” : Rdone), ( invariant : R,,,), (“Java”), 1 ( 
Rcr = {(“local”, il )D (~~~~~~~2)-f(~I~ { ;z;;;;, r) ) 
where f(x) = (gen_veq(x), yen-w&x),x + 1) 
R donr = 4) Aj(“done”)p 
R,,, = Q?(“done”)) B(I) 
Table 11 
WWW: server Leporello 
I s’ I 
S/ = 
, u (“r.vl” : R,I 1, (‘h2” : &2 1, (“rdone” : Rdone), (inVariaIIt : R,,,I), (“dot”, rl, dl ), , (“dot?‘, r,, d,), (“dot”, rn+l, dn+l, jl ), , (“dot”, rn+m, &frn, j, 1, (jl:Jl),...,(jm:Jm) D , 
R,, = 
I 
t (“req”, f-1, 
?(“doc”, r, dot) 
P 
~4 t (“dot”, r, dot)) 
R,s2 = t (“req”, r), ?(j :J ), 
?(“doc”, r, dot, j) 
] 
Jl = Q?(“Java”),(jI : Jl)p ---+(“DoneJ”, DJ l )I 
J, = (I?(“Java”), (j, : J, )) -Q(“DoneJ”, DJm)) 
k/one = 1) ------+(“down”)P 
Rlnol = U?(“down”)b------ 4 t (“down leporello”)) 
I I 
5. TLA semantics 
In this section we formally describe PoliS using a static analysis approach. Such 
an approach is chosen since it does not need any simulation of possible executions to 
infer program-wide properties by analyzing the specification document. Here we study 
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PoliS semantics in terms of the Temporal Logic of Actions [22]. We will show how 
we use such a semantics to study safety and liveness properties in PoliS. 
5.1. The temporal logic of actions 
TLA is a temporal logic used to specify and verify systems [20,22]. A TLA speci- 
fication is a logical formula describing all possible correct behaviours of a system. 
TLA specifications can always be written in the form 
where 
Znit is a predicate specifying the set of allowed initial states 
JV” is the specification next-state relation 
f is the n-tuple of all flexible variables 
L is a conjunction of fairness conditions 
TLA formulae are interpreted on behaviours; a behaviour is an infinite sequence 
of states and a state is a mapping that assigns values to variables. Given a TLA 
specification @ A Znit r\O[A’“]f AL and a behaviour o= (ss,si,s2,. . .), c satisfies CD 
iff 
0 SO satisfies Znit; 
l every pair of states (si,si+i ) in o satisfies JV” or leaves f unchanged; 
l L holds. 
State change is defined by actions that are boolean expressions built of primed and 
unprimed variables. An action is true or false with respect to a pair of states (si, s;+l ): 
non-primed variables refer to state si, primed variables refer to state si+i . 
A distinctive feature of TLA is the fact that a system is described not by a set of 
properties that must hold, but by a unique, global formula establishing allowed actions 
and actions execution modalities. 
In TLA both systems and properties are represented in the same logic. The assertion 
“specification @ has property p’ is expressed by the validity of the formula @ + P 
which asserts that every behaviour satisfying @ satisfies P. P can be a safety property 
or a liveness property. 
TLA users can take advantage of the existence of a theorem prover, named TLP, 
that can be used to certify proofs [ 131. TLP is a (semi)automatic verifier that allows to 
incrementally build and verify proofs in a structured and top-down fashion. The current 
TLP version is described in [12]. Presently TLP is made up of an interactive interface 
and of a translator acting as a front-end for the automatic verifier Larch Prover (LP) 
[ 15, 161. The front-end is a translator that transforms TLP formulae in a codification 
understandable by LP and augments LP by TLA axioms and inference rules properly 
coded. TLP offers an attractive interactive development environment, based on emacs, 
that allows to write proofs and to start the verifier. In fact, we have used it to validate 
our specifications. 
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PoliS 
Spec 
Properties 
Fig. 5. TLA semantics for PoliS 
5.2. TLA semantics of a PoliS specijcation 
The TLA semantics of a PoliS specification Spec = (StartContext, Rules) is a TLA 
specification @ whose hit predicate describes the initial state of PoliS specification, 
whose actions are the PoliS specification rule semantics, and whose fairness conditions 
describe rule fairness. 
The idea behind the formal definition of TLA semantics is schematically shown in 
Fig. 5. The figure describes graphically how we translate a PoliS specification into a 
TLA formula. 
Any formal description of the PoliS coordination model has to give account of 
multiple tuple spaces and their nesting. A space tree is described using two TLA 
variables: an infinite multisets array named mul, and an infinite address array named 
parent. Every element in mu1 contains a space whereas every element in parent contains 
the address of the parent of a space: this means that parent[i] is the address of the 
parent of space mul[i]. 
Since TLA is a typeless logic, arrays are described through TLA functions. Hence 
mu1 and parent are TLA functions; however we will refer informally to mu1 and parent 
as arrays. 
We recall that a TLA specification in canonical form includes an initial state, a set 
of actions, and a set of liveness properties. PoliS initial state semantics asserts that the 
only existing space is the StartContext, that is the root space. 
PoliS rule execution transforms multisets of tuples. Since a rule can contain formal 
tuples, it can be thought of as the set of the rules containing only non formal tuples 
that are admissible instances of the formal tuples of the rule. Consequently, a rule 
is translated in an action existentially quantified with respect to the values that can 
be assigned to the identifiers of the formal tuples. The action representing the rule 
semantics can be executed in a space if such a space contains the tuples to be read 
and consumed and it ensures that after its execution the space will not contain the 
tuples to be consumed and will contain the tuples to be produced. If a rule contains 
the primitive tsc(S), the action representing its semantics ensures that in the poststatus 
the space S will be added as a child of the space where the rule is executed. 
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Table 12 
A generic rule 
&, I > , tc, n, , 
t tee, I 3 > t tee, nei.1 (3+/m tp,I,...,tp,n,,> 
R= U D ?tt, I,. 1 X,“, I ’ ttep,I,...rttpp,n,,,, ?Tte*,l,..., ?tter.“,,, 1 hc(S1), , tsc(S,) II ask(expr) 
where f(:) = (f~ (9,. , ,fdii)) 
where ti,j is a generic tuple S1, , S, are multisets 
-- 
x, y are n-tuples of 
identifiers 
,f, fl, , fm are functions 
In Table 12 we present a non invariant rule R; notice that this is a generic definition 
since a rule could not contain some of the allowed components. The execution of rule 
R of Table 12 in a multiset M, child of a multiset My can be informally described in 
terms of preconditions and postconditions: preconditions are the properties that must be 
verified in order to have rule R executed, whereas the postconditions are the properties 
that are true after the execution of rule R. 
Preconditions can be stated as follows: 
the program tuple containing rule R belongs to space I%&; 
there is a multiset of tuples (lsC, 1,. . . ,s,,,~,s~, 1,. . . ,,st+, ) that is included in space M, 
and that matches the multiset of tuples to be read and consumed locally (I&, I,. . . , tc,“, 
t&l,..., tt,n, D; 
there is a multiset of tuples js,,, I,. . . ,s,,,_ , set, 1,. . . , s,t,n,, D that is included in space 
Ml and that matches the multiset of tuples to be read and consumed externally 
~tec,l,...,tec,n,,,tet,I,...,tet,n,,D; 
expr predicate of primitive ask is made true by the values assigned to the identifiers 
of the tuples to be read and consumed. 
Postconditions can be stated as follows: 
l tuples of multiset jsC, 1,. . . ,s,,,< ) are removed from multiset A4,; 
l mples of multiset js,,, 1,. . . , s,,,,~,~ ) are removed from multiset MJ; 
. bples sp,l,. . . ,s~,~,, (that amount to tuples t, I,. . . , tp,n, with identifiers instantiated 
by the reading from the space and by local computation) are added to multiset A4,; 
l hples sep, I,. . . , s,~,~,, (that amount to tuples tep, 1,. , tep,n,,, with identifiers instanti- 
ated by the reading from the space and by local computation) are added to multi- 
set A4f; 
l spaces S,, . . . , S,, are added as children of space IV,. 
A TLA action is a boolean expression built of variables in the pre and poststatus 
and hence it can represent an operation whose description is given in terms of pre 
and postconditions: TLA semantics of a PoliS rule is an action that is enabled if the 
rule execution preconditions are verified and whose poststatus verifies rule postcon- 
ditions. In TLA rule description, multiset M, and multiset Mf are mul elements and 
the creation of new spaces due to tsc is realized by adding elements to the array 
mul. 
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The action describing a rule is the disjunction of actions N(E) where V parametrizes 
the action with respect to the multisets where the rule can be executed and with respect 
to the values that must be assigned to the identifiers in the rule. Parametrization with 
respect to multisets describes the fact that a rule is potentially executable in any space 
because of its mobility; parametrization with respect to values describes the fact that 
a rule whose preactivation or postactivation contain formal tuples can be seen as the 
set of all rules that are admissible instantiations of the rule. 
A new space is added to the multisets array by inserting it in one of mul free 
elements: the element where to put the new space is not deterministically fixed by the 
TLA action since the space position in mu1 has no semantical meaning. 
An invariant rule is described in TLA as if it was an ordinary rule; its semantics 
however asserts that the space where the rule is executed will be removed by its 
execution. The semantics of invariant rules ensures that the space will disappear as 
soon as its contents violates the invariant (i.e. as soon as the space includes a multiset 
of tuples matching the invariant preactivation). The preconditions of any non invariant 
rule are augmented in order to prevent the activation of a rule in a space while the 
space contains an enabled invariant. 
A TLA specification can contain the description of liveness properties. PoliS intu- 
itive semantics suggests that a rule is infinitely often executed if it is infinitely often 
enabled; this fairness property is ensured by asserting the strong fairness of every action 
describing the semantics of the specification rules. 
TLA semantics of a PoliS specification Spec is the formula @ whose hit predicate 
says that initially the only existing space is StartContext, whose actions are the seman- 
tics of the specification rules and whose liveness properties assert the strong fairness 
for all actions. 
5.3. Formal semantics 
Let us consider a PoliS specification Spec = (StartContext, Rules) whose initial space 
is the multiset StartContext = &II , . . . , a,, D and whose Rules set contains the definitions 
of rules R,,...,R,. 
The semantics of the system initial state is predicate hit shown in Table 13. Znit 
predicate asserts that mu1 contains only the multiset StartContext as root of the space 
tree. Symbol I is different from any multiset and address and it is used to distinguish 
free elements in mu1 and parent. 
In the following, we will define PoliS semantics referring also to the abbreviations 
defined in Section 3.1. Moreover we will write formulae using the conventions sug- 
gested by Lamport in [21]. 
Table 13 
Init predicate 
Init a A mu/= [VI E Addr c* if m = 1 then StartContext else I] 
Aparent = [m E Addr H if M = 1 then nil else 11 
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The semantic function that associates TLA semantics to any PoliS rule is defined by 
separately analyzing the different kind of rules that can be found in a PoliS specification: 
any rules category exhibits different features and hence a separate description helps both 
in explaining and in understanding semantics. PoliS rules can be partitioned into five 
categories: rules not interacting with parent space and not creating spaces, rules not in- 
teracting with parent space and creating spaces, rules interacting with parent space and 
not creating spaces, rules interacting with parent space and creating spaces, and invari- 
ant rules. In the following we will show the semantics of a generic rule not interacting 
with parent space and not creating spaces, of a generic rule interacting with parent space 
and creating spaces, and of a generic invariant rule. The semantics of rules belonging 
to the other categories is omitted for brevity but it can easily be inferred by analogy. 
Since invariant rules must be executed as soon as they are enabled, any non in- 
variant rule must be activated when no invariant is enabled in the space where the 
rule has to be executed. Such a constraint is given as a further precondition added to 
the preconditions of the semantics of any non invariant rule. To formally describe the 
absence of an enabled invariant rule in a space where a rule must be executed, we 
need to define function AC+,,: 
Act,m(3v : N(v),m) = 35 : (u, = m)AJv@). 
Given an action 35 : N(ii) and a multiset address m, function Actlm is action M 
executable only in the multiset having address m. 
Table 14 shows RI semantics. RI is a generic rule not interacting with the parent 
space and not creating new spaces. Action Ju;(m,i7) is enabled if m is the address of 
a space containing rule R,, if values in V are correct with respect to function f and 
predicate expr and if the space having address m contains the tuples to be read and 
consumed. If preconditions are satisfied, the space having address m will be deprived 
of the tuples to be consumed and augmented by the tuples to be produced; the other 
elements in mu1 and parent will not be modified. 
Action [RI] is rule RI semantics and it describes the fact that the rule is represented by 
the set of all actions Jl/;(Vl) whose parameters in V respect local computation function 
f and predicate expr. Intuitively this means that a rule R amounts to the set of all rules 
with the same preactivation and postactivation and with identifiers properly instantiated 
with respect to f and expr. 
Table 15 shows R,, semantics. R,i is a generic rule interacting with the parent space 
and creating new spaces S1, . . . , S,, . 
Action &(ms,mf, ml,. . , m,,E) is enabled if m, is the address of a space containing 
rule R,i, if mf is the address of the parent space of space m,, if addresses ml,. . . , m, 
point to unused mu1 and parent elements, if values in V respect function f and pred- 
icate expr, if the space having address m, contains the tuples to be locally read and 
consumed, if the space having address mf contains the tuples to be read and consumed 
externally. 
If such preconditions are satisfied, the space m, will be deprived of the tuples to be 
locahy consumed and augmented by the tuples to be 1ocalIy produced. The space my 
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Table 14 
Semantics of a local rule 
I PII I 
Syntactic description: 
tc.I>...,tc,n,, (7, - /(?) R, = 
?t, 1,. , ?rr,n,, ask(expr) -Ufp.I,...,fp,n,,b 
where f(Z) = (fl (C). , f&T)) 
Semantic mapping: 
[RI] 6 3Er : l$(E,) 
where El = m, 5 and 
.n;(m, C) p 
AmGAddr 
A CT = ,f(i;, ) 
A expr[Z/Z] 
A gl,[z/id],tl[qid]) c mul[m] 
A (“rl”: RI) E mul[m] 
AVR : ((invariant : R) E ~u[[~]J~ENABLED(Ac~,,([RD,~))~.) 
A ml’ = [ml EXCEPT 
![m] = (mul[m]\QiJiqid]~) CE @P[iylid]p] 
A parent' =parent 
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will be deprived of the tuples to be externally consumed and augmented by the tuples 
to be externally produced; the new spaces will be added to array mu1 in the elements 
having addresses ml,. , m, and space WZ~ will become their parent; the elements in mu1 
and parent having addresses different from ms, ml, ml,. . . , m, will not be modified. 
Action i[R,i] is rule R,, semantics; it says that the rule is represented by the set of 
all actions Jlr,i(V,i) whose parameters in fi respect local computation function f and 
predicate expr and whose ml parameter corresponds to the address of the parent space 
of the space having address m,. 
Table 16 shows the semantics of a generic invariant rule Rina. Action h’&(ms, mf,E) 
is enabled if m, is the address of a space containing rule Ring,, if rnf is the address of the 
parent space of the space having address m,, if values in V respect local computation 
function f and predicate expr and if the space having address m, contains the tuples 
to be read. If the preconditions are satisfied, the space having address m,y and all its 
descendants will be removed from arrays mu1 and parent; the space having address 
mf will be augmented by the tuples to be produced externally; the elements in mu1 
and parent having addresses different from m,, mf and from m, descendants will not 
be modified. 
Spaces nested in the space having address m, are found using predicate IsAncestorOf 
(ml,m2) that is true if muZ[ml] is an ancestor of mzd[m2]. Formally: 
IsAncestorOf (ml, m2) 4 
V parent[mz] = ml 
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Table 15 
Semantics of a rule interacting with parent space and creating new spaces 
I WI1 I 
Syntactic description: 
u 
&, I , > tc, n, > 
t tee, I >. > t Lx, n,, 
&i= ‘%,I,... ,%,n,, 
?T&r,1,... ,?fbi,,, 
ask(expr) 
where f(Z) = (fl (E), , f&C 
(74 + /G) D > 
‘9) 
1 
tp, 1,. > tp.n,, 
t tep, I >. > t tep,n,,, > 
tsc(SI ), ) tsc(S,) 
I 
Semantic mapping: 
[Rcl] = 3’i;ci : .sV,i(i,i) 
where V,i =m,,mf,m~ ,..., m,,ij and 
_~;.;(m,,m,,m I,..., m,,q +? 
r\m,,m~,ml,..., m,Olddr 
Aparent[m,] = mf 
A iT_ = f(t)?) A expr@/d] 
A @=[Tj/Q, I,[E/lid]p C mul[m,] 
A (“rcl” : fL 1 E muQm.J 
A &[i!//id],i,,[iJ//id]p C mul[m,] 
A mul[ml] = = mul[m,,] = parent[ml] = _. = parent[m,] = 1 
A VR :((inVariant: R)E mUr[m,]+-ENABLED(hti,(i[R],m.T))w) 
mul’ = [mu/ EXCEPT 
![m,] = (mul[m,] \ Q&[E/id]B) $ Qtp[@]D, 
![mj] = (mul[m/] \ Us,,[~/~]))~QTep~/id]D, 
![ml] = SI p/id], 
![m,] = &E/Z]] 
A parent’ = [parent EXCEPT 
![ml] = m,v, 
![A = m,l 
V 3m3 E Addr : Aparent[mz] = m3 
A IsAncestorOf (ml, m3). 
We remove all descendants of the space where an invariant fires and causes the ter- 
mination of space S: in fact, they cannot survive their ancestor. 
Action [Rin,] is rule Rina semantics and it describes the fact that the rule is represented 
by the set of all actions JI/;,u(Einu) whose parameters in E respect local computation 
function f and predicate expr and whose rn,f parameter corresponds to the address of 
the parent space of the space having address m,. 
In order to define the TLA formula representing the semantics of a specification 
we have to define the action JV that is the “next state” relation; since Spec possible 
actions are the rules in Rules, JV” is defined as the disjunction of the semantics of all 
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Table 16 
Semantics of an invariant rule 
I 
Syntactic description: 
(3--f(:) 
Rln, = Q?t,, I,. ,?h,.,,ask(expr)) - 4 T fep. I>. I t ~ep,n,,J 
where f(~)=(fi(~),.....fm(a)) 
Semantic mapping: 
I[Rl,x] = 3Z,,, : &&Vi,,) 
where Gtnt = m,, rnf, ij and 
JGZ (ms,m/,t’) 4 
A m.y, mf E Addr 
Aparent[m,y] = ml 
AvT=.f(iir) - 
A expr[ E/lid] 
A {t,[E/id]) C mul[m,] 
A (invariant : R,,,) E mul[m,] 
A mul’ = [addr E Addr H 
case addr = m, +I 
addr = nzf +mul[m,] @ jFep[i;lid]D 
IsAncestorOf (m,<, addr) -1 
else +mul[addr]] 
A parent’ = [addr E Addr H 
case addr = m, -1 
IsAncestorOj(m,v, addr)-l 
else +parent[addr]] 
I I 
the rules in a specification: 
TLA specifications can express liveness conditions. Let w be the state function 
(mul, parent), formula L ensures the strong fairness of every specification action: 
L p v’v, : SF,(Jv~(U,))A .‘. AV’v, : sF,v(Jlm(v,)) 
The TLA formula representing the semantics of a PoliS specification is @, whose 
initial state predicate is Init, whose allowed actions are [JV]~,, and whose liveness 
conditions are given by formula L: 
Formula @ = [@ec]rLA is satisfied only by all admissible behaviours. The TLA for- 
mula describing a PoliS system can be used to infer any safety or liveness property of 
the system itself through logical reasoning. 
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6. Case study: multiclient-multiserver 
In a multiserver-multiclient architecture a set of processes act as servers for a set of 
client processes. A client submits a request that some servers can satisfy. After serving 
a request, a server communicates the answer to the client. Any request is characterized 
by a type that determines the service needed. 
Any server is able to satisfy a subset of the allowed types of requests and any client 
is able to generate a request whose type belongs to a subset of the allowed types 
of requests. This restriction means that a client could be prevented from accessing to 
some resources and that different servers can have different service abilities. 
This multiserver-multiclient architecture can be specified in PoliS describing any 
server and any client with a space nested in a root space. Such a root space acts as a 
coordination medium uncoupling clients and servers: in fact, it allows clients to submit 
requests without explicitly indicating a server, whereas servers can satisfy requests 
without knowing from where they come from. To invoke a service a client puts a 
request mple into its parent space; a server able to satisfy the request gets the request 
tuple, satisfies it and puts the result tuple in the parent space so that it can be read by 
the client which submitted the request. 
Client-server systems having the architecture just described allow clients to be free 
not to know which processes are able to satisfy a given set of queries since a client 
can simply submit a request to the servers pool waiting for someone to give him back 
the result. In this way emphasis is put on the service rather than on the particular 
server process able to supply it. 
We remark that this example can be seen both as an abstraction and as a simplifi- 
cation of the WWW example. We present the proof of a property of the client-server 
system, which can be considered as a simpler version of an analogous property of the 
WWW system. 
6.1. Design speci$cation of a software architecture 
We present the specification of a software architecture including two servers and 
one client. The set of possible requests by clients contains only two types of requests 
(namely “type,” and “type,“). The client is allowed to submit requests of either type. 
The first server is able to satisfy requests of either type, whereas the second server is 
able to satisfy only “type,” requests. 
Graphically the structure of the space tree describing the system architecture is shown 
in Fig. 6: servers and clients are nested in a common parent space coordinating their 
activities. 
Table 17 shows the space defining the specification initial state. Rule R, creates 
spaces C, Si and & representing, respectively, the client, the server able to satisfy only 
“type,” queries and the server able to satisfy queries of both types. Rule R, is consumed 
by its activation: it is executed once at the beginning to create servers and client. 
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Fig. 6. A client--sewer nrchltecture 
I 
R, -- (("rc" : R, )} .- 4t~(SI).tsc(Sz).tsc(C)D ’ 
Table 18 shows a space C representing the client. Such a space contains tuples 
(“next,“, I ) and (“nextz”, I ) that are used to generate new requests. Rule R,.,, creates 
“type,” rcqucsts: function r-ey, takes as an input the value of the second field of tuple 
(“next,“, n) and gives as an output a request I’ that is produced in the client space 
through tuple (“req”, “type,“, Y). Since the client can submit requests of both kinds, 
space C contains both rule R,.,., and rule Rc.rz. Rule R,,, looks for request tuples in the 
client space and communicates them to the parent space, keeping local tract of the sent 
requests. Such a rule is able to handle tuples containing requests of both kinds: the 
second field of tuplc (“req”, r_t.pc,r) is an identifier and hence the tuple matches any 
tuple requesting a service. Tuples (“requested”. r~pr. Y) are produced locally in order 
to have an always updated knowlcdgc of the queries submitted and not yet satisfied. 
Rule R,, wants to find tuples containing answers to submitted queries; such tuples are 
searched for in the parent space where the queries were put. Rule R,., consumes the 
answers; possible actions that could be taken after receiving an answer arc not shown 
since they arc not relevant for this specification. 
Table I9 shows space St rcprcsenting the server able to process requests of ‘type,“; 
Table 20 shows space & representing the server able to process requests of both kinds. 
Since .SI and 5’2 differ only because server & is able to handle also requests of “typez”, 
server .SI rules arc a subset of server .‘$ rules. 
Rules R,vr, handle “type,” requests by means of function Serb,; answers are produced 
locally as tuples (“served”. “type,“, Y,s). Server St contains only rule R,,.I and server 
& contains both rule R,,., and rule R,,,z. Rules RL,,., look in the parent space in order 
to find requests of “type,” and put them in the server where they can be processed. 
Server SI contains only rule R,,,., and server & contains both rule R,,, and rule Ryrl. 
Rule R,,s, owned by both servers, looks for answer tuplcs and puts them in the parent 
space from which the client will be able to get them. 
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Table 18 
Client-multiserver: client C 
I 
c 
1 
(“next,“, 
c= 
l),(“nextz”, l), (“r,r” : R,,), (“r@” : Rq.v), 
(“r,” : RCA 1, PCrl” : &A 1, (“r,,2” : &I) 
R cr, = {(“next,“, ij )) (3’ ~(“req”,“type,“,r), (“nextl”,i*)p 
where f(n)=@+ I,req,(x)) 
02.‘) + /(iI 1 
Rcrz = {(“nextz”, il )p - {(“req”, ‘Type,“, Y), (“nextz”, i2)p 
where f(x) = (x + I, rey2(x)) 
R,, = d(“req”, ww, r)b - 4 r (“req”, type, r), (“requested”, type, r)b 
B 
(“requested”, ?vpe, r), 
R,, = 
t (“served”, type, r,s) I 
- {(“served”, type, Y, s)p 
R, = {(“served”, type, r,s)) + 4) 
Table 19 
Client-multiserver: server S1 
v--l F 
SI = 4( rus” : RUT), ( r,,l ” : &I 1, (“rgrl” : &,I 8 
I I 
G)+f(r) 
R,,I = {(“req”, “type, “, r)p - j(“served”, “type,“, r, s)p 
where f(x) = (SerueI(x)) 
R yrl = 4 1 (“req”, “type, “, r)p -+ {(“req”, “type, ‘0 Y)] 
R,, = j(“served”, type, r, s)) * 4 r (“served”, type, r, s)) 
I J 
This specification is satisfied by behaviours that allow a request-tuple to be submit- 
ted, processed and given back as a served_tuple going through the following steps: 
request_tuple is produced in the client space; 
request_tuple is put in the parent space; 
request_tuple is taken by one of the servers if it is of “type,“; it is taken by server 
& if it is of “type,“; 
request_tuple is processed by the proper rule in the space that took it; 
served-tuple is put in the parent space; 
served_tuple is removed from the parent space and put in the client space; 
served_tuple is consumed by the client. 
The actions that are performed between the request creation and the answer reception 
are not the only executable actions: they can be interleaved by other actions and they 
can be executed simultaneously with other actions. Such a description was presented 
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Table 20 
Client-multiserver: server S2 
I 
s2 
I 
(“rus” : R,,), (“rsri” : &I 1, (“rsr2” : &2 1. s 
2 
= 
(“rg,.l” : I&I ),Py,.2” : Rgr2) 
(.s) t/(r) 
R ,,d = Wren”, “type,“, r)k - #“served”, “type,“, r, s)] 
where f(x) = (srroel (x)) 
(s) + f(r) 
Rsr2 = {(“req”, “type,“, r)b - j(“served”, “type,“, Y, s)] 
where f(x) = (servez(x)) 
R yrl = 4 T (“req”, “type, “, Y)) + j(“req”, “type,“, r)p 
R gr2 = 4 T (“req”, “type,“, r)) - j(“req”, “type,“, Y)) 
R,,Y = j(“served”, r.)ye,Y,S)) - { r (“served”, type, r,s)) 
only to show that any behaviour of the specification will lead to the answer reception 
performing the given sequence of steps. 
6.2. Analysis 
In order to show how PoliS can take advantage of the TLA logic, we present the 
formal proof of the fact that the specification given above describes behaviours such 
that any request submitted by the client will eventually be satisfied. 
In the following we will demonstrate that if a client produces a request tuple (“req”, 
“type,“, req) with req = veq,(k), such a request will be added to the root space from 
which one of the two servers is able to get and process it, answering back in the root 
space to the client. 
The formal specification of such an informally 
following TLA formula: 
@ + V t E T : (Request(i) --) Received(t)) 
described property is given by the 
(1) 
where @ represents TLA semantics of system PoliS specification. Formula @ is not 
shown for brevity but it can easily be derived by applying the semantic mapping 
function described in Section 5. Formula (1) asserts that the specification implies that, 
for every allowed behaviour, if there is a state sYeq satisfying predicate Request(t), 
then there will be a state following sYCq satisfying predicate Received(i). Predicates 
Request(i) and Received(i) are shown in Table 21. 
Predicate Request(t) asserts that the space representing the client contains the request 
(“req”, “type,, req). Request req of “type,” is chosen to simplify the proof without 
loss of generality: choosing a request req = req, (k) for a generic k amounts to choosing 
any request of “type,“. 
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Table 21 
Predicates Request and Received 
Request(?) k A Stable(i) 
A (“req”, “type,“, req) E mul[t3] 
Received(l) ~5 (“served”, “type”, req, serve, (req)) E mul[f3] 
Fig. 7. Lemma RequestToReceived structure. 
Predicate Received(t) asserts that the space representing the client contains the tuple 
(“served”, “type, “, req, servel (req)) that is the answer to the request represented by 
tuple (“req”, “type,“, req). 
Predicate Stable(t) is a factor of predicate Request(t) and it describes the way 
the rules are distributed in the spaces and the way the spaces are distributed in array 
mul. These informations are not strictly needed to express the property but they are 
necessary for the formal proofs. 
Formula (1) introduces array t, that represents a way to put spaces in array mul; it 
is used to keep trace of the location of client and server spaces in mul. 
Formula (1) asserts that specification @ implies that Request(t) -+ Received(t) for 
any t. This means that its meaning is independent from the place where a space is 
put in array mul: such knowledge is needed to record the relations among spaces but 
it plays no role in the abstract expression of the property we have to prove. 
The proof of formula (1) is structured in agreement with the behaviours we ex- 
pect from the specification. Such a structure is graphically shown in Fig. 7; it shows 
a diagram where a node represents any state satisfying the predicate labelling that 
node. An arrow from node nl to node 112 means that it is possible to prove that 
@ + label(n 1) -+ label(n2). 
We want to stress that this diagram is not a state-transition diagram: the existence of 
an arrow from a node to another node means that from a state satisfying the predicate 
labelling the first node it will be possible to eventually reach a state satisfying the 
predicate labelling the second node for any behaviour satisfying specification CD. 
In Fig. 7 the starting node represents states satisfying predicate Request, namely 
where the client has produced a request (“req”, “type,“, req). 
From such a node it is possible to reach node Up, representing states in which the 
request has been inserted in the root space. From node Up, both node Down, and node 
Down2 are reachable; these nodes represent respectively states in which the request has 
been taken by server Sr or by server S,. From node Up, we can however reach node 
Up, since both from node Down, and from node Down2 it is possible to reach node 
Up, that represents states in which tuple (“served”, “type,“, req, serve1 (req)) is in 
the root space. 
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Table 22 
Lemma ForaNTRequestToReceived 
Lemma ForallTRequestToReceived 
Phi => Forall t: Request(t) -> Received(t) [* RToRF *I 
Proof 
<I>1 Phi => Request(t) ‘>Received(t) 
Qed 
<I>2 (Request(t) ‘> Received(t)) => / 
(Forall j: Request(j) -> Received(j) C* RToRF *I) 
By-Implication 
Activate FunctionDefinitions* 
Instantiate ProveTempForall with ab_f <- fRToRF, a-x <- (t) 
Qed 
Activate ImpliesTransitivity 
Qed 
From node Down1 it is possible to reach node Served, representing states where 
server St has processed the request and similarly from node Down2 it is possible to 
reach node Servedz. From nodes Served; it is possible to reach node Up, since the 
answer tuple will eventually be transferred in the root space regardless of the server 
that produced it. From node Ups it is possible to reach node Received since the client 
can take the answer when it is in the parent space. 
The formal proof of formula (1) validity is built of a set of TLA theorems and 
lemmas. For the sake of brevity in this paper we will only present the proof general 
structure that is shown in two lemmas verified with TLP. 
Lemma ForullTRequestToReceived of Table 22 proves the validity of formula (1). 
Such a lemma is proved in two steps: step (1) 1 proves that @ + Request(i) --) Received 
(t) for any fixed t and step (1)2 proves that the validity of a formula instantiated by 
a generic parameter implies the validity of the formula universally quantified. 
Step (1) 1 of lemma ForallTRequestToReceived of Table 22 is proved in 
Table 23 by lemma RequestToReceived that presents the proof of the validity of for- 
mula @ + Request(f) -+ Received(t) for a fixed t. 
To satisfy the request (“req”, “type,“, req) we have to perform some steps: the 
request must be delivered to the root space; it must be input by one of the servers; 
it must be satisfied; the answer tuple must be put in the root space; the client must 
input the answer tuple from the root space. Such an expected behaviour explains the 
structure on which lemma RequestToReceived proof was built as shown by diagram in 
Fig. 7. 
The substeps of lemma of Table 22 are proved through TLP lemmas that are mainly 
based on the application of the inference rule WFl of TLA proof system; such a rule 
suggests the method to prove the validity of formulae @ + P --) Q in cases in which 
it is possible to find an action whose execution establishes Q if executed in a state 
satisfying P. 
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Table 23 
Lemma RequestToReceil;ed 
lemma RequestToReceived 
Phi => Request(t) -> Received(t) 
Proof 
<I>1 Phi => Request(t) ‘> Upr(t) 
Qed 
<1>2 Phi => Upr(t) -> Ups(t) 
<2>1 Phi => Upr(t) -> (Downl(t) \/ Dom2(t)) 
Qed 
<2>2 Phi => DownlCt) -> Ups(t) 
<3>1 Phi => Downl(t) -> ServedlCt) 
Qed 
<3>2 Phi => ServedlCt) *> Ups(t) 
Qed 
Activate LatticeTransitivityHyp 
Qed 
<2>3 Phi => Down2(t) -> Ups(t) 
<3>1 Phi => Down2Ct) ‘> ServedZ(t) 
Qed 
<3>2 Phi => Served2Ct) -> Ups(t) 
Qed 
Activate LatticeTrensitivityHyp 
Qed 
LatticeDisjunctionIntrHyp (Phi) (Downl(t)) \ 
(Down2(t)) (Ups(t)) 
Activate LatticeTransitivityHyp 
Qed 
<I>3 Phi => Ups(t) ->Received(t) 
Qed 
Activate LatticeTransitivityHyp 
Qed 
7. Conclusions 
We have presented a formal method for specifying and analyzing coordination appli- 
cations. PoliS offers a conceptual framework to formally design and develop distributed 
software architectures for the new class of systems based on interoperability and mo- 
bility of software components. 
In contrast to other formal approaches to coordination, like [6,7,9-l 1, 19,231, PoliS 
is oriented to specification design of software architectures, namely PoliS documents are 
used to reason on the coordination architecture of the systems being designed, rather 
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than on their actual behavior as programs. The reader interested in the behavioral 
approach should refer to [9], in which it is shown how the framework of process 
algebras can be used to develop an abstract coordination model useful to study the 
semantics of object-oriented coordination languages. 
We believe that the main result of this paper is the development of a formal method 
(based on TLA logic) for reasoning on coordination of multiple tuple spaces. In com- 
parison, Swarm [lo] was the first attempt to define a (Unity-like) logic to reason on a 
Linda-like coordination model. This approach in some way inspired the work discussed 
in [6], which shows how it is possible to design a coordination program by refinement 
of a formal specification. Another attempt to use a logic to formally reason on the 
coordination language Gamma is given in [25]. All these approaches use a monolithic 
data space. 
The work [7] explored the formal semantics of a coordination model similar to PoliS, 
including a hierarchy of spaces called blackboards, in which however no program 
manipulation or mobility was allowed. 
In [19] the coordination model Bauhaus is fully developed: it is based on nested mul- 
tisets like PoliS, and it is somewhat more elegant than PoliS, because only one simple 
concept, namely the multiset, is used, in different forms, for representing dataspaces, 
tuples, and programs. However, even if Bauhaus has been introduced as an evolution 
of Linda to study software architectures as well, as its name suggests, currently there 
is no logic to help designers to reason on their documents. We believe that PoliS can 
be adapted to support Bauhaus design: this is a topic for further research. 
Possibly, the closest work in spirit to what we have discussed here is the plog model 
with multiple blackboards introduced in [ 111. However, their formal context is logic 
programming and it is unclear how smoothly plog with multiple blackboards integrates 
with classic LP semantic framework. 
We are currently using PoliS and its formal apparatus as a tool to specify, analyze, 
and design software architectures, namely software structures made of components 
which can interoperate and interact [26]. 
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